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Executive summary 
This document is intended as a compatibility and configuration guide to implementing Dell Technologies 
PowerScale storage and EVS systems. The document is based on tested configurations. This document does 
confirm functional compatibility, and does provide guidance for sizing and specification of Dell Technologies 
PowerScale. However, this document does not provide specific sizing details for any specific EVS 
configuration. 

This document is intended for System Integrators and Architects, to provide guidance on specifying and 
configuring Dell Technologies PowerScale storage systems for use with EVS systems. 

Reference architecture and versions tested 
The contents of this document are based on research carried out with a reference architecture of Dell 
Technologies PowerScale, and parts of the EVS Suite. 

PowerScale OneFS: 

• OneFS Software: OneFS version 9.0 

PowerScale hardware: 

• PowerScale F200 
• Three nodes 
• 25 GbE internal network 
• 25 GbE external network 
• 23 TB raw SSD 
• 13 TB usable capacity 
• Physical size: 3RU ( + 2RU internal switches) 

EVS software: 

• IPD 7.90 
• Multicam 16.4 
• XSquare Suite 4.1 
• IP link 2.4.21 

EVS hardware: 

• Six XT 6In (six Input XT appliance) 
• 12 XT Access 
• Three IPDP to manage the SynchroDB with ingest XT 
• One IPD to manage nearline HiRes and LowRes  
• One DB IPD/XSquare 
• 20 streams (AVC-Intra 111 OP1A SMPTE + low res H264 MPEG DASH, 8 audio tracks) 
• 200 low-resolution clients reading MPEG DASH and creating thumbs on the storage 
• Two high-resolution Adobe clients reading AVC-Intra high resolution
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1 Overview of EVS application suite 
The EVS portfolio consists of a suite of applications and appliances that together provide a system to acquire, 
manage, and deliver real-time video and audio. EVS solutions are often deployed to support TV coverage of 
sports events, TV studio programs, and TV news. 

A key component of any EVS implementation is the core shared storage. EVS appliances and applications 
must be configured appropriately to work with that storage to support the EVS workflow. 

While there are several components in the EVS suite, there are a few key components that interact with the 
storage. 

• XT appliance: Capturing real-time video to onboard storage devices. 
• XT Access application: Writing video files in real time to PowerScale storage over SMB. 
• XSquared application: Managing XT appliances and XT Access applications 
• IP Director: Monitoring directories shared using SMB from PowerScale storage. 

A highly simplified representation of a typical implementation illustrates the touch points between EVS 
components and PowerScale storage. 

 
 Simplified Implementation Schematic 
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Within that simplified framework, a typical workflow may be summarized as: 

• Real-time video over SDI is connected to the input of an EVS XT appliance 
• Each EVS XT appliance encodes the incoming video stream using a proprietary format, and writes 

the data to the local storage of each EVS XT appliance itself. 
• The EVS XT appliances write data constantly in an infinite loop (overwriting the oldest data) - 

capturing all available video. 
• The EVS IP application monitors and controls the EVS XT devices, and the EVS XT Access 

applications. 
• On user-command, the EVS XT Access applications read data from the EVS XT appliances, 

reencode it to a preconfigured format - and write new data to the PowerScale storage. 
• Remembering that the EVS XT appliances are recording constantly to their local storage, it is 

common for the user to select a “start time” earlier than “now”. 
• The EVS XT Access applications will write a growing file to the PowerScale storage - initially as-fast-

as-possible, and then in real time. 
• The EVS IP Director application will monitor the directory of the PowerScale, receiving SMB Change 

Notifications of updated files, and maintain an up-to-date database of available media. 
• Other applications (including Edit Clients) connect to the PowerScale storage, and consume media 

for production. 

It must be highlighted that the representation of a typical implementation is highly simplified, and makes no 
attempt to capture details such as: 

• Number of channels 
• Performance capacities of XT Access host hardware 
• Throughput or scalability 

1.1 Application characteristics 
The EVS suite of applications may be characterized as “real-time video”. In particular, it should be noted that 
real-time video applications: 

• Require a relatively steady throughput. 
• Require a relatively low latency. 

Video and audio are captured and played-back through EVS XT appliances. The video and audio is 
transferred to the PowerScale shared storage for use by other applications, and for browsing. EVS refer to the 
shared storage as “Nearline”. This should not be confused with other possible uses of the term (for example, 
in other workflows Dell Technologies may refer to “archive-tier” PowerScale nodes as “nearline”). 

The XT appliance captures source video and audio, which is stored on an internal array in a proprietary 
format. The XT Access applications read the stored material in real-time, and write file on the PowerScale 
storage. The XT Access applications may be configured to write media in several different formats (for 
example, DNxHD or MPEG) – depending on the requirements of the installation. In some configurations, a 
single source stream of video may cause multiple files to be written to the PowerScale: video, multiple tracks 
of audio, and metadata. 
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Fig 2. EVS XT Access File Writing Overview 

A characteristic of the EVS application suite is the capture “Catch-Up Surge”. The surge must be factored 
when considering the size and performance of a PowerScale storage solution. This exceeds the steady-state 
throughput requirements calculated based on the number of streams required and the bit rate of each stream. 
During the surge, the EVS XT Access application is catching-up with real time: 

• Material that is already available on the XT appliance will be reencoded and written to the 
PowerScale by the XT Access applications as fast as possible. 

• When all historical material has been encoded and written, the XT Access applications will continue 
to reencode and write material to the PowerScale in real time. 

 

Fig 3. Catch-Up Write Surge 

A final important characteristic of EVS applications that must be recognized, is the reliance on SMB Change 
Notifications. In order to maintain an up-to-date database of material available on the PowerScale storage, 
the EVS IP Director application must receive uninterrupted SMB Change Notifications. 
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2 Configuration quick checklist 
There are several configurations and optimizations that should be considered. These settings apply both to 
OneFS and parts of the EVS suite. 

In brief, the configurations and optimizations may be summarized: 

• Create Local User 
• Create SMB Share 
• SmartConnect Round Robin - note limitations of some DNS servers 
• Metadata Read/Write Acceleration 
• Recursive SMB Change Notifications 
• Clear EVS NoBuffering for read and write 
• Growing File support in editors 

 
Further detail on each optimization is covered in the next section of this document. 
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3 Detailed configuration notes 

3.1 Local user 
EVS recommends the configuration of a single authentication credential to be used across the entire suite of 
applications for access to the SMB share of the PowerScale storage. Dell Technologies makes no comment 
on the security considerations of such a configuration, and it is left to the customer to evaluate best practice. 

Should the entire installation need to authenticate with the same credentials to the SMB share, it is simplest to 
create a local user account using the PowerScale local authentication. 

Note: See EVS for guidance on selecting an appropriate username and password combination. 

3.2 Create an SMB share 
EVS infrastructure is built on a Windows environment, and each application requires to connect to the 
PowerScale storage using UNC paths to a single SMB share. To best accommodate all applications in the 
EVS suite, EVS recommends the creation of a single SMB share on the PowerScale storage. 

EVS recommends that all authenticated users (including the scenario where only a single authentication 
credential pair is used) be granted Full Control of the share. 

Every user (however they are authenticated) must connect to the SMB share using a UNC path that is 
consistent across all clients. 

3.3 SmartConnect configuration 
Each component of the EVS suite of applications connects to the SMB share of the PowerScale storage using 
a UNC path. A typical installation features several EVS XTAccess clients, and a typical workflow will feature 
multiple clients connecting almost simultaneously. The UNC path must be the same across all connecting 
clients. 

As a consequence, the only supported OneFS SmartConnect strategy is Round Robin. If any other 
SmartConnect strategy is configured, then an imbalance of connections may become likely. 

It should be noted that the full infrastructure - including any DNS servers that delegate queries to the 
PowerScale SmartConnect service - must support a DNS TTL of zero seconds. If a DNS TTL of zero seconds 
is not supported, then because during normal operation multiple EVS clients connect simultaneously, an 
imbalance of connections becomes likely. Dell Technologies recommends deploying a DNS server that 
supports a TTL of zero. 
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Dell Technologies PowerScale Support Note: 58740 

In order to successfully distribute IP addresses, the OneFS SmartConnect DNS delegation server answers 
DNS queries with a time-to-live (TTL) of 0 so that the answer is not cached. Certain DNS servers, in particular 
Windows Server 2003, 2008, and 2012, will fix the value of TTL to one second. If you have many clients 
requesting an address within the same second, a TTL of 1 second will cause all of them to receive the same 
address. If you encounter this problem, you may need to use a different DNS server. 

If it is not possible to deploy a DNS server that supports a TTL of zero, two other options that do not use 
SmartConnect offer an alternative: 

• Configure the DNS server to be authoritative for queries to PowerScale host names. Use Round 
Robin to resolve queries to all the PowerScale IP addresses. 

 
• Use Hosts Files on the connecting clients to target specific PowerScale interfaces. Manually edit the 

Hosts Files to distribute the connections. Remember that the UNC path for every connecting client 
must be the same. It is possible to use the Hosts File of each client to target the UNC path to a 
particular node, thus manually balancing the load across the PowerScale cluster. 

Neither of the above two noted options provides any kind of support in a failure scenario. While both 
alternatives to SmartConnect offer the required functionality in certain situations, neither are supported as 
best practice. 

3.4 Metadata read/write acceleration 
File access performance in some workflows can be optimized by enabling OneFS Metadata read/write 
acceleration. When enabled, this optimization sees OneFS use SSDs for reading and writing file system 
metadata - which can improve access time and reduce latency. Where all underlying storage units are SSD, 
such as PowerScale F200 All Flash, then metadata read/write acceleration is not a meaningful or required 
optimization. 

Most EVS workflows will benefit from the enabling of OneFS Metadata read/write acceleration, and it should 
be assumed to be required. 

Metadata read/write optimization can be enabled as a File Pool Policy at the OneFS Web Administrative User 
Interface. More guidance is available in published documentation: OneFS 9 SSD Strategies 

3.5 Recursive SMB change notifications 
The default behavior of OneFS is to issue SMB change notifications only for changes to files in the root of an 
SMB share. EVS applications depend on change notifications also being issued at all sub directories. To 
accommodate this requirement, the SMB share behavior must be changed. 

http://doc.isilon.com/onefs/9.0.0.0/help/en-us/GUID-06BEA8EE-B9F5-49DF-A920-8B18C62507F4.html
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Consideration should be given to other workflows hosted on the PowerScale storage cluster before changing 
the behavior of SMB Change Notifications. The change in behavior may be made across the entire cluster for 
all SMB shares, or for individual selected shares. Best performance for all workflows on a single cluster might 
be achieved by selectively changing the behavior. 

Using the OneFS Web Administrative User Interface: 

• To change the behavior of the entire cluster, select the Default Share Settings from the Windows 
Sharing (SMB) option of the Protocols tab. 

• To change the behavior of individual shares, select the required share from SMB Shares from the 
Windows Sharing (SMB) option of the Protocols tab. 

In either case: 

• Locate the Change Notify section. 
• Select the Use Custom option, and choose All. 

 

Fig 4. OneFS Change Notification Configuration  

3.6 SMB change notify frequency 
EVS applications rely on SMB change notifications coming from the storage to inform the EVS IP Director 
about new media being written by EVS XT Access. 

• The number of notifications that are required to be issued increases with the number of changes 
that are made in directories. 

• The definition of “changes” includes file creation, file updates, and file deletions. 
• EVS applications write growing files in real time to the PowerScale storage. Therefore creating, 

updating, and deleting a relatively high number of files which generate a high number of change 
notifications.  

A high number of change notifications have been observed to overwhelm the 64MB SMB change notification 
buffer of the Windows operating systems of subscribing clients. In such cases, the EVS FSWatcher 
application running on the Windows client may cease to be updated, interrupting the workflow. 

To reduce the number of change notifications being sent to subscribing clients, OneFS batches up change 
notify messages and sends them periodically in a single go. It is possible to change this behavior, but testing 
has shown that in most EVS installations this default behavior of OneFS works as expected with EVS 
applications. The following CLI command will display the current settings for this behavior (default 30): 
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isi_gconfig registry.Services.lwio.Parameters.Drivers.onefs.ChangeNotifyDedupFrequency 

Reducing this value will increase the frequency of SMB change notifications being sent and as mentioned can 
cause the EVS FSWatcher application to cease being updated. It is recommended to keep it at the default 
value of 30. 

3.7 Clear EVS NoBuffering for read and write 
The EVS XSquare user interface has an option for NoBuffering, which changes how instances of EVS 
XTAccess interact with the storage. NoBuffering may be the correct choice for some storage, but is the wrong 
choice for PowerScale - and should not be selected. 

With NoBuffering checked, PowerScale is forced to perform synchronous writes – which unnecessarily 
consumes system resources. The NoBuffering option in the EVS IP XSquare should be deselected. 

Be cautious of causing confusion with a double-negative. NoBuffering should be deselected. The check-box 
in the EVS XSquare user interface should be unchecked for both read and write, for all channels. 

 

Fig 5. EVS XSquare NoBuffering De-Select 

When the EVS option for “NoBuffering” is set, the EVS XT Access application adds a Windows API flag to the 
SMB write for FILE_FLAG_NO_BUFFERING. When that flag passes over a network to a properly compliant 
Network Attached Storage server, the server should interpret it as the Windows API flag 
FILE_FLAG_WRITE_THROUGH. 

When the SMB server (PowerScale) receives a write with that flag, it performs a synchronous write. It must 
commit the data to the underlying storage units before returning an acknowledgment to the client. Being 
forced to do a synchronous write can impact performance. 

3.8 References: 
https://support.microsoft.com/en-ie/help/99794/info-file-flag-write-through-and-file-flag-no-buffering 
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa364218(v=vs.85).aspx 

Testing shows that for a given workload, the CPU load of the PowerScale cluster is nearly doubled when EVS 
NoBuffering mode is selected. 

 

Fig 6. EVS NoBuffering Impact on PowerScale CPU Usage 

Fig 6 shows a screen capture of the output of InsightIQ (OneFS data analysis utility), capturing the throughput 
and CPU load of the PowerScale Cluster being tested. Throughput and CPU load are graphed over time, as 
the setting for NoBuffering is cleared and selected (while the throughput remains relatively constant). The 
chart highlights the impact of NoBuffering on the CPU usage of the PowerScale cluster. 

• During Period A: 

• NoBuffering is deselected. 
• There is an approximate 50:50 balance between read and write load. 
• The CPU load of the PowerScale cluster is steady at approximately 25%. 

Immediately following Period A: 

• NoBuffering remains deselected. 
• The recording is stopped, and the throughput drops, as writes are reduced to zero. 
• The CPU load of the cluster is steady at approximately 15%. 
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We can conclude that during Period A - while NoBuffering is deselected - the write operations are consuming 
approximately 10% of PowerScale CPU. 

During Period B: 

• NoBuffering is selected. 
• There is a 50:50 balance between read and write load. The read throughput is steadily dropping 

over time (as the test material being used during the testing is exhausted). 
• The CPU load of the cluster starts at approximately 40%, and steadily reduces (because of the 

steadily reducing read throughput). 

We can conclude that at the start of Period B - while NoBuffering is selected - the write operations are 
consuming approximately 25% of PowerScale CPU. We can conclude that write operations consume 
approximately double (25%:10%) the CPU capacity of the cluster when NoBuffering is selected. 

An analysis of the difference in the CPU usage during Period B and Period C yields a similar conclusion. 

3.9 Avoiding undesirable caching 
In a live real-time environment, no writes should be cached locally - ensuring that the most up-to-date data is 
available across the system. “NoBuffering” prevents client systems from caching data locally when attached 
to certain types of storage such as direct attached storage (DAS) or storage area networks (SAN).  

PowerScale OneFS storage uses SMB Op-Locks to prevent caching. It is not necessary to set the EVS option 
for “NoBuffering” to ensure that data is not cached locally. 

SMB Op-Locks (Opportunistic Locks) allow a client to take full control of a file on the storage and perform 
local caching at the client. Thus, potentially increasing both read and write performance if no other client 
requires simultaneous access to the same file. If any other client requests access to a file, the client with the 
lock is required to flush all data to the storage and release the Opportunistic Lock. 

Testing has shown that PowerScale SMB Op-Locks deliver the required no-caching behavior for the EVS 
system, without the EVS option for “NoBuffering” being set. It is possible that in some rare circumstances 
(that have not been tested), SMB Op-Locks may not deliver the required no-caching behavior. In which case, 
it is possible to entirely disable Op-Locks in OneFS - thus preventing any sort of caching at the client at any 
time. 

To disable Op-Locks: 

Using the OneFS Web Administrative User Interface: 

• To change the behavior of the entire cluster, select the Default Share Settings from the Windows 
Sharing (SMB) option of the Protocols tab. 

• To change the behavior of individual shares, select the required share from SMB Shares from the 
Windows Sharing (SMB) option of the Protocols tab. 

In either case, locate the Oplocks section, select the Use Custom option, and clear Enable oplocks. 
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Fig 7.Disabling OneFS OpLocks 

3.10 Growing file support in editors 
The EVS XTAccess clients will write video files in real time to the PowerScale storage. In most workflows, it is 
required to access those files in an editing or browsing application. Some applications require specific settings 
to be enabled to allow them to access growing files, and stay up to date with the file as it is written. 

The vendor of the editing applications being used should be referenced for any particular compatibility issues, 
or settings that should be configured. As an example (at the time of the publication of this document), Adobe 
Premiere requires the checking of a setting to enable support for real-time growing files. 

 

Fig 8. Example configuration of Editor to work with growing files [Adobe Premiere] 
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4 Functional testing 
All tests were repeated and validated under the varying test conditions: 

• The directory being used contains more than 50,000 files. 
• The storage had less than 10% capacity remaining. 

4.1 User authentication 
This suite of tests is designed to verify that EVS clients can authenticate to the PowerScale storage, and 
access SMB shares. The tests are undertaken using a standard Windows client, attempting to connect to an 
SMB share from PowerScale, using a UNC path. 

 Test Suite 1 Results Summary 
ID Test Results 

1.1 Is the storage accessible without 
requiring user authentication? 

Yes. Access to the storage is over the standard SMB 
protocol. Authentication credentials may be stored at the 
client to allow seamless access. 

1.2 Does the storage support Local User 
Authentication? 

Yes 

1.3 Does the storage support Domain 
User Authentication? 

Yes 

4.2 SMB change notifications 
This suite of tests is designed to verify the SMB change notification functionality of PowerScale. For each test 
in the suite, a file operation is conducted while a test application monitors SMB change notifications. The tests 
are repeated for two configuration variants: 

• A single connecting client hosting both monitoring application and file operations. 
• Separate connecting clients hosting monitoring application and file operations. 

 Test Suite 2 Results Summary 
ID Test Notification Received 

2.1 Create a directory Yes 

2.2 Create a new file Yes 

2.3 Delete one file Yes 

2.4 Delete one subdirectory (containing files) Yes 

2.5 Modify the name of an existing file Yes 

2.6 Modify the name of an existing subdirectory Yes 

2.7 Modify the content of an existing text or xml file Yes 

2.8 Move a file from a subdirectory to another subdirectory Yes 
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ID Test Notification Received 

2.9 Copy a file from a subdirectory to another subdirectory Yes 

2.10 Create a directory in a subdirectory Yes 

2.11 Create a file in a subdirectory Yes 

2.12 Rename the file previously created in a subdirectory Yes 

2.13 Modify the contents of the file in a subdirectory Yes 

2.14 Move a file in a subdirectory Yes 

2.15 Delete a file in a subdirectory Yes 

2.16 Delete a directory in a subdirectory Yes 

4.3 Growing file access 
This suite of tests verify that PowerScale storage supports access to a growing file, and the ability to 
continuously read the most recently written data of a growing file. 

A file is streamed in real time to the SMB share on PowerScale by EVS XT Access. Simultaneously, the EVS 
IP Director Software Player opens and follows the same file. The tests are repeated for two configuration 
variants: 

• The IP Director client is connected to the same PowerScale node as the XT Access client 
generating the growing file. 

• The IP Director client is connected to a different PowerScale node than the XT Access client 
generating the growing file. 

 Test Suite 3 Results Summary 
ID Test Success 

3.1 While EVS XT Access is writing a growing file to the PowerScale SMB share, can the EVS 
IP Director Software Player open and play that file? 

Yes 

3.2 While EVS XT Access is writing a growing file to the PowerScale SMB share, can the EVS 
IP Director Software Player open that file and “follow the head”? Thus continuing to read in 
real time the most recent data of the file as it continuously grows? 

Yes 

3.3 While EVS XT Access is writing a growing file to the PowerScale SMB share, can another 
application modify and verify the accompanying XML metadata file? 

Yes 

3.4 When EVS XT Access has completed writing a file and the file has stopped growing, can 
the EVS IP Directory Software Player open and play the file?  

Yes 

3.5 When EVS XT Access has completed writing a file and the file has stopped growing, is 
there a “Closed File” icon in the Control Panel of the EVS IP Director Software Player, 
indicating that the file has finished ingesting? 

Yes 

3.6 When EVS XT Access has completed writing a file and the file has stopped growing, can 
the accompanying XML metadata file still be accessed, and is it still good? 

Yes 
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4.4 XT Access performance 
This suite of tests is designed to verify that PowerScale storage is sufficiently performant to support EVS XT 
Access. The tests are repeated for the two configuration variants: 

• The EVS XT appliance is connected to the same PowerScale node as the XT Access client. 
• The EVS XT appliance is connected to a different PowerScale node than the XT Access client. 

 Test Suite 4 Results Summary 

ID Test Success 

4.1 Using EVS XT Access, write as many files as possible to the PowerScale SMB share from 
different EVS XT appliance sources. 

Yes 

4.2 Using EVS XT Access, write as many files as possible to the PowerScale SMB share from 
different file sources. 

Yes 

4.3 Using EVS XT Access, read from the PowerScale SMB share as many files as possible 
and transfer them to different EVS XT appliances. 

Yes 

4.5 Multiple simultaneous write access 
This suite of tests is designed to verify that PowerScale storage can support multiple simultaneous EVS XT 
Access jobs without being subject to a time-out. The tests are repeated for two configuration variants: 

• The EVS XT appliance is connected to the same PowerScale node as the XT Access client. 
• The EVS XT appliance is connected to a different PowerScale node than the XT Access client. 

 Test Suite 5 Results Summary 

ID Test Success 

5.1 Using the same EVS XT Access, perform multiple 
backup or wrap jobs (4-8) from files on the 
PowerScale SMB share (Hi-Lo). 

Yes - three 
jobs tested. 

4.6 Multiple simultaneous read access 
This test is designed to verify that PowerScale storage can support multiple simultaneous EVS XT Access 
jobs without being subject to a time-out. The tests are repeated for two configuration variants: 

• The EVS XT appliance is connected to the same PowerScale node as the XT Access client. 
• The EVS XT appliance is connected to a different PowerScale node than the XT Access client. 

 Test Suite 6 Results Summary 

ID Test Success 

6.1 Using the same EVS XT Access, perform multiple restore or wrap jobs (4-8) from files 
on the PowerScale SMB share (Hi-Lo). 

Yes - six jobs 
tested. 
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4.7 EVS XT Access scan folder: “Not Delayed” mode 
This suite of tests is designed to verify that PowerScale storage can support EVS XT Access Scan Folder 
operations. The tests are repeated for two configuration variants: 

• The EVS XT appliance is connected to the same PowerScale node as the Scan Folder client. 
• The EVS XT appliance is connected to a different PowerScale node than the Scan Folder client. 

 Test Suite 7 Results Summary 

ID Test Success 

7.1 Verify the EVS XT Access Scan Folder functionality when the source folder is on an SMB 
share of the PowerScale and the target destination folder is located elsewhere (for example, 
an EVS XT appliance). Drop file into a Scan Folder and observe a file being generated on 
the target storage. 

Yes 

7.2 Verify the EVS XT Access Scan Folder functionality when the target destination folder is on 
an SMB share of the PowerScale, and the source folder is located elsewhere (for example, 
an EVS XT appliance). Drop file into a Scan Folder and observe a file being generated on 
the target storage. 

Yes 

4.8 EVS XT Access scan folder: “Delayed” mode 
This suite of tests is designed to verify that PowerScale storage can support EVS XT Access Scan Folder 
operations. The tests are repeated for two configuration variants: 

• The EVS XT appliance is connected to the same PowerScale node as the Scan Folder client. 
• The EVS XT appliance is connected to a different PowerScale node than the Scan Folder client. 

 Test Suite 8 Results Summary 
ID Test Success 

8.1 Verify the EVS XT Access Scan Folder functionality when the source folder is on an SMB 
share of the PowerScale, and the target destination folder is located elsewhere (for 
example, an EVS XT appliance). Drop file into a Scan Folder and observe a file being 
generated on the target storage. 

Yes 

8.2 Verify the EVS XT Access Scan Folder functionality when the target destination folder is on 
an SMB share of the PowerScale, and the source folder is located elsewhere (for example, 
an EVS XT appliance). Drop file into a Scan Folder and observe a file being generated on 
the target storage. 

Yes 
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4.9 Adobe Premiere™ playback tests 
This suite of tests verifies playback in Adobe Premiere of growing files generated by EVS applications from 
PowerScale storage. 

 Test Suite 9 Results Summary 
ID Test Success 

9.1 Via EVS IP Link, import a growing file into Adobe Premiere and play it smoothly from one 
Adobe client. 

Yes 

9.2 Via EVS IP Link, import the same growing file and play it back using two macOS Adobe 
clients. 

Yes 

9.3 Via EVS IP Link, import a closed file and play it from one macOS Adobe Premiere client Yes 

9.4 Via EVS IP Link import the same closed file and play it from two macOS Adobe Premiere 
clients 

Yes 

 

4.10 EVS IPD-VIA 
This test verifies PowerScale’s support of real time ingest using the EVS IP-VIA application. 

• Create a target for high, and low resolution ingest to PowerScale 
• Create a schedule capturing 15 minutes of video every 30 minutes for a full day 

Test Suite 10 Results Summary 
ID Test Success 

10.1 Real time ingests of high and low-resolution content to PowerScale Yes 

10.2 Media available to browse in EVS IPD Yes 

10.3 Media can be played at E/E with no latency Yes 

10.4 Monitor storage status and verify no alarm or CPU issues Yes 
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4.11 Repeat ingest IPD-Xsquare 
This test verifies PowerScale’s support of real-time ingest using IPD-Xsquare 

• Schedule ingests for 30 seconds of every minute on five recorders. 
• On another recorder, schedule a two-hour record. 

 

Test Suite 11 Results Summary 
ID Test Success 

11.1 Verify that all streams are captured in real time Yes 

11.2 Verify that all media is available in database grid with thumbs and correct metadata (time 
code in, out, and duration) 

Yes 

11.3 Verify that all media can be played in software player and followed as live growing files. Yes 

11.4 Monitor storage to verify no alarm or CPU issues Yes 
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5 Performance testing and sizing 
A PowerScale cluster for EVS should be sized for both capacity and performance. Consideration should be 
given to: 

• Codec and bit rate for high-resolution video and audio. 
• Codec, bit rate, and file count for low-resolution proxy video and audio. 
• Number of record streams: A “stream” is a single stream of video and audio, which may result in up 

to eleven files written to the storage. Typically, the number of cameras or channels that require to be 
recorded. 

• The number of seats required to be supported for browsing proxy material. 
• The number of seats required to be supported for high-resolution editing. 
• The number of hours required to be kept available on the PowerScale storage. 

Extra attention should be given to the “Catch-Up Surge” - which may require the consideration of additional 
throughput performance. 

5.1 Testing observations 
During testing, a sample EVS configuration was deployed. 

• 20 Streams of incoming material (AVCI Intra 111 OP1A SMPTE + low-resolution H.264 MPEG 
DASH, 8 channels of audio). In EVS workflows, a “Stream” is a stream of video and audio from a 
live source. A single “Stream” of video may in the end cause multiple files to be written to the 
PowerScale storage. 

• 200 IP Proxy Browse Clients reading MPEG DASH and creating thumbs on the storage 
• 2 Hires playback clients reading AVCI Intra 

 

During testing, there were no PowerScale OneFS job-engine tasks in progress. 

 

Fig 9. Illustration of Steady State Throughput, and the impact of the Catch-Up Surge. 
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5.2 Characterizing the catch-up surge 
During the Catch-Up Surge, the EVS XT Access applications will reencode and write data to the PowerScale 
storage as fast as possible. It should be noted that the limiting factor for the speed of catch-up could be 
related to: 

• The performance of the storage. 
• The availability of network bandwidth. 
• The performance of the hardware hosting the EVS XT Access applications. 
• The complexity of the target codecs. 
• The number of simultaneous operations required. 

Care should be taken to consider all factors when sizing an PowerScale cluster for performance – and gaining 
an understanding about how fast “as fast as possible” should be. 
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A Technical support and resources 
Dell.com/support is focused on meeting customer needs with proven services and support. 

Storage and data protection technical documents and videos provide expertise that helps to ensure customer 
success with Dell EMC storage and data protection platforms. 

 

http://www.dell.com/support
http://www.dell.com/storageresources
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